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I. 

Henry Cowell ' s book Chirles Ives contains a chapter which is by 

many considered an analysis of the Sooata No . 2 "Concord , Mass., 1840-

1860" , better lmown as the "Conoord Sonata". However, by our standards 

today, and by the retrospective made by Mr. Cowell , it can be truly 

Ca'lsidered no more than a perusal; he revealed sane years later to Mr. 

John Kirkpatrick that he regarded the chapter as cursory at best, and 

in fact errone~ in a ~tal thematic identification. He states 

that the motive f ound which forms the opening five notes of the bass 

line is the basis or the entire m011ement , in conjunctic:n with the 

motto theme of the Symphc:ny No . 5 of Beethoven. In fact, the mo;tive 

is of signal :importance , y-et is ~ c:ne of seven lolhich woven together 

form the fabric of the movement . 

In an attempt to unranl the threads and form an analysis of this 

massive and canplex movement, I have thought to make this essay more 

an explanatict'l of the accaapa.nyjng azmotated score than a written 

analysis. The score is color-keyed in a manner that will make the 

occurrences and intet-sticings of the various themes easily apparent. 

As well, having spent several days with Mr. John Kirkpatrick in an effort 

to gain a greater over all canprehension of the work, I will also inter

sper se many of I ves 1 s marginal c cmments . That is , there exist sixteen 

copies of the original editic:n of the sonata that were in Ives possession 

and in •..thich he made corrections and emendations, since he felt always 

that this was a "work in progress" and Weed did cootinue to re- think 

and correct the sonata until the time of his death. In addition, m&ny 

of the actual o.hanges in notes and rhyt.bns are noted in this edi tian 

that I have prepared for Tf1Y performBllces. Many of these changes were 

culled fran these many emerxied copies, many were made by Hr . Kirkpatrick 

fran Mr. Ives"s suggestions, many I adapted form Mr. Kirkpatrick's 
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suggestions, and still others 1 made myself and later received the hearty 

approval of Mr. Kirkpatrick. The basis for these changes of course 

is the existence of two editions of the sonata; that of 1920 is mueh 

simpler in texture and design azxi was considered by I ves a sketeh in 

most ways, and that of 1948 was prepared by !1r. Kirkpatrick under Ives' s 

supervision. The word supertisim is used advisedly, f or Mr. Ives 

r.ctua.lly said very little directly about wha.t he liked and did not 

like in Hr. Kirkpa.tti.ck ' s work; he regarded the work as a plastic 

creation which should be subjeet to the canprehensim of the performer 

and to his ju:igement as to the most effective way to project the 

fundamental notims of the work. Se often said that he hoped that no 

two perf orm.ances of the sc:nata would be the same, that he too was 

constantly revisjng ani rehearing. 

In additim, one will note tit..at the score .. .._.s to '00 barred 

systematically in yellow. 'l'his barring is the en:lproduct of years 

of work on the part of Mr. Kirkpatrick, both fran his knowledge, 

1 ves ' s o1>inions , and the emended copies. I have incll.Xied t his inf om.a tion 

as a matter of curi~ty. Mr. Kirkpatrick !eels that this is a 

necessary function for the pianist who chooses to memorize the work. 

Arxi though he feels that each pianist may bar it as he like, he urges 

his own system a.a..;.r being a product of per haps the grea test fam11 1arity 

with the work besides Mr. 1ves himself • 

.ls to the fundamental formal consideratim of the work, we 

may state initially that this is a sonata- allegro movEI!lent •.dth only 

two significant deviations fr<:.m the overall notion. That is , the 

basic divisions of the work are three parts , but the first part' t.~e 

E:xposi tioo, is doubled, as in the classical concerto ani the last part, 
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a complex arxi lalotty, though strict, Reeapitulatioo, recalls the themes 

in nearly a reverse order. Perhaps this will better illustrate: 

&'<P<l3ITICN I: All themes and motives presented in first page. 
3XP<l3ITICN II: Most themes and motives presented in a new 

te."'Cture . <A-le new: .theme is introduced 

These two units form the first th.em.atic cluster. 

SECCND TID1lTIC CLUSTER: In actuality, no new material but 
a free fantasy em the preceding l!!Aterial. 

CLCSING THEMATIC CLUSTER a In aotuali ty, a type of d&'Telop
ment ot sane themes and motives not dealt With 
in the Secood Thematic Cluster, fOUl'ld on the first 
page . 

DEVELOI¥.ENT: Begi.nalf With a peroration reminiscent of the 
opening aM. then an exploratiCil o! nearly all 
the material em the first page, developed and varied 
in an extremely sophisticated manner. 

RECA.PI'l'ULATICN: This seetiCil begins unexpeetedly arxi presents 
the themes and motives in more or less a reverse 
order fran that in ldrlch they were dealt With in 
the develapnent. 

CCDA: Begins with a fragment fran the opening ot the develop
ment seetian and then, over a chranatic bassline 
suggested many times before, there is a review of 
nearly all themes and motives cootained in the piece . 

It is interesting to note that the Coda is nearly a RECAPITUUTICli II, 

and correspttrls to the notiCil of a double exposition. About the reasons 

for t his double exposition, ooe need only recall that this work vas or

~ conceived as a cct'lCerto for piano and orehestra, the E:MERSCll 

CCl~CmTo, and it waa only ten years later that !ves decided to incor-

porate t he work into the sooata as the opening movement. As a final 

note, all of the footnotes fourxi in the last page o! the second edition 

have been placed in their appropriate position in the score. 
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II. 

As we have a.lready noted, the seven motives that canprise the 

whole of this sonata are found in the first four braces of the work, 

With one excepticn. Each of these themes is connected, either through 

direct knowledge or educated speculaticn, with one of the principals 

of transcendentalism. The opening peroration, down to the m:iddle of 

brace 2 contains two of these elEments, colorkeyed DARK BLUE ani 

BRCWN . The Dark blue delineates that theme which Henry Cowell took as 

the r oot of the work; in fact iA is z1Jr.ply an octave sequ,:,nc -:- :!:. t! .e 

bass which recurs princip&l.ly in the bass and was thought of by Ives 

as Nature itself. as a source of creative inspiratim. It carries 

With it a. notion of nobility aM. progression, and it and its variants 

Will conclude the work. The four-note motive in BRa-.'N· :was referred to 

direetly by Ives as "th.at human faith melody~ It has reference to 

the t.ranscerxlent.alist notia-1 of the perfeetibili ty of the human race. 

Husio.ally speaking, this motive is all-pervasive and occurs in 

innumerable places, posi tia'ls, dynamics and occasimally in inversi~s 

of itself. en the larger scale, it is to be noted that this is one of 

the two themes that pervade the entire four movements of . .'the Salata . 

These ~~o motives form the opening up- and down-sweep which Ives has 

called "a transcendental journey''. The movement is punctuated with 

the:t and they occur at the three decisive points in the sonata. 

The cr.nsweep of this " journey" w.b4tch occurs at the beginning of 

the second brace leads us (after its suggestion of a motive to cane , 

delineated in a dotted red line) to a new broader statement of the 

human faith melody beneath the initial appearance of the theme out

lined in GREEN which we will call dem,ocraey; I ves noted margins.llys 
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"the rhytl:m should stir". This motive oecurs always in the treble, 

nearly always forte, ani in rather broad style.d.'ila)lrhythmic design 

is almost al;q:ys intact , excepting during its developnent , and its 

strong can~lling character reealls the transcendentalist notion of 

the infa1l ibj11ty of the majgrity, the very notion of demoeracy. 

After another cursory forecasting of a theme to cane, two new and 

very significant ideas cane fCJl"'.tard simultaneously, delineated in 

LIGHT BLUE and in PINK. These two themes will be developed simul tan

eously, in accCll"d.ance with their manner of presentation, and yet the 

theme found in the bass without its up~r counterpart will have a 

i"urther exposition as the closing t.hece c l uster, marked by I ves 

"the ccmman people". The upper theme (LIGHT BLUE) we may propose as 

a ma.nifestaticn o! the idea of law dictated by na.t1.Jre. We note also 

the variations in tempo marked by Ives, as veil as his footnote re= 

st.Nd.ning us fran too rigid a tempo, ani recall the the opening of the 

sonata was inscribed by Ives as "Prose" in the first editioo. This 

notion is consistent with the sections marked ''If erse", which are always 

more regular in ter.Ipo and phrase lengths and texture. 

In the second measure of brace three, the !fur notes which f orm 

the top of the trebl e clef chol"d.s wi_ll be found to be an inversion 

of the human faith melody (BROOI), and in fact the last t~e notes of 

t his sequence will oecur many tjmes throughout the movement near 

cadenc e points; perhaps t he idea of its being a reversal of the faith 

idea i."Xiicates a notion of apatl"lY'• This is c onsistent with tile idea 

that it is used at the end of ph...-ases, often following directly on the 

heels of the da!:ioeracy motive (GREEN) and gi•ring it a rather passive turn .* 

* We w:ill refer to this three-note segment as the "cadence mott0 u. 



This leads us directly to the most famous motto theme of this 

sonata, that of the Allegro of the Symphoo.y No . 5 of Beethoven, 'Which 

not• occurs fullblown in the bass s brace J, measure J. We know that 

Ives associated tliis motto with the idea of music as an expressj,C(l 

of spirituel truths and iJ:ls!as. This is further reinforced ~ Ives 

when he reveals that it is also a principal motive of the hymn by 

Charles Zauner Missionary Chant: 

MISSIONARY CHANT . L.ll. ··~ 

I 
.. .. ...... ,... a. -'r-. 

- - -- ~--, - ~-· ~ · ·-·--~ ?1~- . ·y.:> T- ;1'_,..!-~- • :..=!--b- --- · • ~ - ·M;;:=u 

The religious text of the hymn, beginning : 

Ye Christian heralds, go , pr oclaim 
SalvatiCI'l in Enmanuel' s aae: 
To distant cUmes the tidings bear, 
And plant the r ose of Sbarcn there. 

etc. 

indicates to us that Ives ' s invested this motto theme with a. very 

high lev-el of awareness of the Su:prEIIle Being . Of course, it is this theme (?3D) 

that, along with the hUllall f'aith melody (BR~"N), is found throughout 

. the entire Concord Sonata. The succeeding phrase ( OF.ANGE) is al.'llost 

ineluctably t ied to the Beethoven- Zeuner motto and serves to bring us 

to a type of cadence , marked on the score at letter A. There is a virtuosic 

e.."<tension over this pedal point , climaxing at point B with four notes of 

the human faith melody in amother inversion. At this point we feel that 

a canplete statement of the musical materials has been made. 



Now, in measure three o! brace five we begin an unwinding arrl frag

m~rt.a.tioo charcteristic of the sonata after climactic manents. (Notes 

throughout the score, places where appear emmdatians and the 1ndi.catioo 

"K:" are meant to be noticed as changes made by Mr. Kirl<patriek) • .ln 

accelerando at the beginning of brace 2 (Page 2) leads to the second 

exposition. Originally conceived, the upper chords were found in the 

orchestra, much expanded, and the solo piano took the tw:in statements 

o! the faith theme and the Beethoven-Zeuner theme. Fragmentation and 

interplay leads to a broad statement of the democracy theme (brace 4) 

and at the ani o! this brace occurs the first statement of the theme (PUF.PLE) 

labelled by Ives "tolerance". In a marginal notle, Ives wrote out the 

melody's top three notes (clusters) noting "the three keys need to 

learn to get along." This thEine is as an admooisbnent to the others 

o! the sonata! An epitiode loosely based m «iemocracy (GREEN) leads us 

(on the top o! page three) to a free impr ovisatory sectie11 using the 

last four intervals of the nature (DARK BLUE) motive, heard at the opening, 

and fragments of democracy, interspersed with this tolerance melody; this 

:noves directly to a br oad seeticn marked SOLO (brace3, page 3) and it is 

a i'ul.l statanent of the democracy motive beneath the tolerance melody. 

(The word SOLO refers to its having been a horn solo in the concerto). 

Mentions of the Beethoven-Zeuner motto conclude this whole first section 

arrl yet without introducticn we find ourselves in the section labelled 

Second Thematic Cluster • .A.s will be found indicated, this is apparently 

new material, but is truly subtle t~ansformations of Page i, brace 3, 

measure 1 (Themes of ccmncn people (PINK) and laws of nature (Lt . BLUE) . 

Page four occupies itself with the fragmentation of most of the 

thematic material of the movement, with the unifying feature being 

the regular recurrence of the fhythmic design: 1/ j b J ,t) 1 J j ) J IJ 
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Page five presents us Vith a lyric, hcmaphonic, songlike episode 

based on the thaae labelled "the CC11111<1'l people"; in addition, the first 

edition noted that this was "veree". This moves subtly into a lyric 

statement of the "demoeracy" t heme and then vith a succession of brisk, 

abrupt arpeggiated major chords , we are at t he end of the expositions. 

It is to be noted that Ives most often effects point of cadence ani/ or 

strong ditisioo with tonal allusion. In this case he chooses bitoo.allty, 

which subtly emerges by the wt brace of page ' · 

The Developnent begins with a peroration ("transcendental journeT') 

paralleling the opening of the sooa.ta, and as it rises in contour after 

the 1niU&l surge and fall it cadences powerfully and abruptly oo a 

massive white key cluster. i brilliant section follows, based on the 

Beethoven and Ze'lmer fragments, then a scmewbat musing fantasia on 

other fragments (braces 4 & 5, Page 6) which crillkies on the top of page 

7 with that which we now lalow as the cadence motto. At point C oo pe.ge 

?, begins what Ives called 11 a ldnd of cadenza", perhaps interoed for 

piano alone in the original c onceptia'l, based a1 th3 theme of the 

CC11!1:1<%1 people and concllXiing in a rush of bitonallty in the A major

D+ ma jor j uxtaposed arpeggios . 

Page 8 .~ (labelled verse in both editions) presents us vith the 

beginning of a very exterxl.ed section based an the principal five notes 

.; of the bass line at the opening (DIJ(K BLUE) . In one of the emerxl.ed. 

c opies is inscribed:"This wus soheMo movement of concerto" . This 

explains its presence as a sort of Trio section, its character 

apparently so diff erent, arxl. with an iMpressionisti c cast, opposed 

to t he more granitic preceding structure. By the foot of page 9 , the 

melody is majestic and ~Apanded in the key of C major to suggest 

• Pages 8 arxl. 9 are inserted fran t he original edi tiona in t}te 
second edition the notes values are doubled (i.e. )'- over A ) 
until t he bot t-au brace of page 9. 



the grandeur of the Concord Hills (Ives: "let her roll!") and the 

:interesting Ivesian notation of this sectic:n makes its first appeal"'ance. 

The reason why the whole notes are noted in the time bracket of quarters 

is best explained by a marginal note in one._,of the emendated copies: 

" ••• for instance (no precedi."lg text] - here are all 
the notes :in diatonic seale + two others in 5ths 
All sound together before measure e:nds- Thus the 
written notes show what the ear hears- but not waht 
the gye sees. • • In other words if this chordal tune 
was put in J notes as Prof. Rollo Girl says is 
correct + proper-- it wouldn't be- the sounds the ear 
hears therefore it would be wrong--Art!" 

An improvisatory schenando 1\mctiarl.ng as a B-sectic:n for the previous 

material leads to another exu1 tant statement (on page ll, brace one, 

measure 2) 8lld after two ::very fresh allusions to a IV chord (brace 

3, measure2 and brace 4, measure 1) we have, as per usual, a~ 

cadence in the key of C major. 

It aay be noticed that the texture of the movEI!IBilt bas".been 

growing less canplex, more hanophonic, and lighter in character. And 

at this point , at the top of page 12, we have the most lyric and quiet 

manent of the movement, labelled "quite slowly and as a song-- but not 

too evenly" a."ld "prose". This section is a very subtle and beautiful 

variant an the theme of "democracy' and how this 'Tariation is effected 

is illustrated on the score at the top of the page . The melody is treated 

in a lyric and rhapsodic fashion, roll.ing back 8lld forth within itself 

as shown. The Beethoven- Zeumrr motto and the "cadence motto" close t his 

section in an atmosphere of twilight and e!lm• 

Page 12, Brace 4, Heasure 3 (preceded by a somewhat extended 

"luftpause" as suggested by Mr. Kirkpatrick) begins easily to restore 

vigor ani an:illlatian to the sonata, with a Yaria.nt of the opening bass 

motive (nature). This continues with repetition after repetition of these 



four notes m1til brace three oo page 13. It is important to note the 

relationship~~ to J ~ as noted by Ives , and as well, Mr. Kirkpatrick 

recCI11Jlends playing from the original editicc. The original exposition of 

the Fugato I section is more lucid an:i more easily delineated in the 

original editie¢l than in the edition of 1948. This t'ugato is baseC. 

oo the twin t hsnes of the cc::mman people (PINK) and natural law (LT. 

BLUE) and naturally the ideas implied by the workings of these two 

concepts pointedly imply a !ugal structure, speei.fica.l.l.y a double 

fugato . This continues With great ingenuity, including inversions 

and a oountersubject, until a relaxation and oadence point at brace 

2, measure 1 on page 14. This measure is executed with molto ritardando, 

and the pralrlnence of the "cadence motto'! The next section, marked 

"sanewhat sl~' is a further and yet more canplEDC e:rlension o! 

the fugato; its ccmponents are best revealed by the l'tave arra:n«e

ment o! the following excerpt (Page 14, brace J , seccnd hal! of 

measu:re 1) : 

""""" i I T l • f • . 

' r 
A 

, __ ! c -r r 1 
,..., ..,....\ , - --· T , 

I d J I I 

-, , I T 

f"""\ I I 

y • -- - -
) "· 

IJ 
" 

I I 
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The REX:A.P!TUIATICN, beginning at the f oot of page 14 , begins . 

rather subtly at first glance, yet it is , as noted , a call f or a 

"transcendental journey" ani the fugato takes a.'l unusual t\ll"n and 

finds as its !Uti ve a dim:inisbed c!'lord outline of l farrr notes : Ab, F, Cb , Ab. 

This is a type of expansion an the tri tooe leap of the first two tooes 

of the "natural law" motive (LT . BLUE) employed in the fugato thus!ar . 

Page 15, as will be read.ily seen , I have recanposed to more clearly deli

neate the counterpoint and the lines trace:!. by I vas , according to his 

emendations and , more particularly, nry personal convictions about this 

segment arxi its function (Mr. Kirkpatrick has also recanposed this 

section, as is evident on his recording; both he and Mr. Ives were 

dissatisfied with both editi~). This sectim clim.axes rather specto..eularly 

an page 16 with three major sUtements o~ respectively, the hl.I!Wl faith 

theme, the democracy theme , and the Beethoven- Zeuner mot to. This is 

followed by a literal transposition of the closing theme cluster, as 

was Mard on page 5, interrupted by three oeeurences of the "cadence 

motto" and then abruptly truncated by the reappearance of the fugato. 

This t ype in new posi tia1s, the voices canbine in a more aggres81Te 

framework, reflecting "a su:lden call for a transcerrlental journey'--

this ca:u, as noted by Ives, a more vigorous presentation. There i s 

a steady crescendo and acceleral'ldo until the cl:illl.ax of t he movement 

an page 17, brace 5 which Elllploys , predictably t he theme of democracy 

ab~1e the human faith melody. I ha7e at this point , like ~1r . Kirkpatrick 

chosen to reinsert the denouanent found in the first edition immediately 

after this climax. Dramatically, it serves as a greater release of 

tension and musically more in keepi.'lg with Ives poliey of fragmentation 

after moments of great tension, so as to heighten the previous peak . 
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On page 18 , the unwinding i s interrupted by the beginning of the 

coda- a sudden outburst of the Beethoven- Zeuner theme much the same 

as the statement on page 6. It is as if Ives felt that this thane-motto 

had to ~ve its own per oratioo, arld so brought it back for its final 

appearance to climax again as·. on the previous page , with the theme 

of democracy , (Page 18 , brace ), measure 1) . However , the great and 

ccmpelling beauty of the coda is the manner in 'Ahich all the previous 

thE111es are s'imply and colorfuJ.ly, quietly, interwoven with one another 

above the slow ani relentless chranatic bass line. (The small stave, page 19 , 

above in::licates an orehestral viola part, which isf . , 1 ) Missing in 

the first editim, 2) written into the piano part in small notes in 

the second editioo , super scribed "viola"* , J) in this case rewritten 

as it must have appeared in to orehestral arrangement, wit..'l the 

:implicatior. that in perform.Bl'..ce an offstage viola would be used**). 

There is great serenity in the Wf-eadence in the key of A major on 

page 19, b race 3, conclusion of measure ooe. The cadence appears to be 

effected fully except for the intrusion of non- ha.rmenttc tones Cl'le by 

one, then the shifting of the bassline to a dim:inished triad, to 

conflict '..:ith the persistent C#- E of the soprano voice. An allusion 

to the bitonal arpeggios of page 7 (end of brace J) and the piece 

concludes with an almost Strav:\nskian ostinato until the final , non-

cadential statement of the Eeethoven- Zeuner . The indication in the 

first ec:ition is forte for the f:iJ"I.al note , in the second it is 

pianissimo; in view of the succeedirt.g movements and the philosophical 

nature of &erson the writer , I ves perhaps felt that this mover.mt should 

leave all questiCI'ls unanswered and leave tee hearer with a resolution 

of mystery not yet unlTTelled. 

* Played on the piano in· the recording by }f.r. Kirkpatrick . 
** Played on the viola in the recording by Aloys Kontarsky. 
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